We propose a novel training scheme for fast matching models in Search Ads, motivated by practical challenges. The first challenge stems from the pursuit of high throughput, which prohibits the deployment of inseparable architectures, and hence greatly limits model accuracy. The second problem arises from the heavy dependency on human provided labels, which are expensive and time-consuming to collect, yet how to leverage unlabeled search log data is rarely studied. The proposed training framework targets on mitigating both issues, by treating the stronger but undeployable models as annotators, and learning a deployable model from both human provided relevance labels and weakly annotated search log data. Specifically, we first construct multiple auxiliary tasks from the enumerated relevance labels, and train the annotators by jointly learning from those related tasks. The annotation models are then used to assign scores to both labeled and unlabeled training samples. The deployable model is firstly learnt on the scored unlabeled data, and then fine-tuned on scored labeled data, by leveraging both labels and scores via minimizing the proposed label-aware weighted loss. According to our experiments, compared with the baseline that directly learns from relevance labels, training by the proposed framework outperforms it by a large margin, and improves data efficiency substantially by dispensing with 80% labeled samples. The proposed framework allows us to improve the fast matching model by learning from stronger annotators while keeping its architecture unchanged. Meanwhile, it offers a principled manner to leverage search log data in the training phase, which could effectively alleviate our dependency on human provided labels.
INTRODUCTION
The recent decade has witnessed a booming of sponsored search due to the outburst of search demands, which raises severe challenges to the design of practical search algorithms. As a starting step of typical sponsored search systems, the fast matching model discussed here is designed to recall from the entire ad corpus a list of candidates best matching a given query. All the subsequent processing steps will be applied on the selected list only. The extremely intensive user requests of Search Ads system poses stringent online latency requirement on the fast matching model. To some extent, its accuracy and latency forms the upper bound of the overall performance. To improve the fast matching model, we need either to leverage more powerful model architectures, or more effective training strategies. However, both directions turn out to be difficult, and will suffer from restrictions from both system and data.
The first restriction relates to model architecture. Commercial search engines need to handle extremely intensive user requests by searching from a daunting ad corpus, and their pursuit of high throughput prohibits the deployment of inseparable model architectures, especially those involving heavy online computations. For this reason, relevance model is usually implemented as Siamese networks such as CDSSM [25] , which transforms the input query and ad individually to representing vectors residing in a common inner-product space, without knowledge of each other. Such an architecture allows us to reduce online computations following a space-for-time strategy, by hosting online a dictionary of precomputed ad vectors. When a query is issued, the model simply retrieves relevant ad vectors by matching it from the dictionary, and the matching could be effectively done by resorting to approximate nearest neighbor search algorithms such as NGS [28] . However, due to the deferment of interactions between queries and ads, Siamese networks often suffer from losing details important to the matching task in the forward pass [11] , which greatly limits matching performance. Note that better accuracy could also be achieved using more complex model architectures, especially those involving interactions between query and ad such as Deep Crossing, or model ensembles involving crossing features. However, such models are mostly inseparable, hence could not be deployed in the same way as Siamese networks.
The second restriction comes from the training data. Relevance model is typically trained on human provided labels, which is expensive and time-consuming to collect. In contrast to this, the search log contains tremendous amount of data, but relevance labels are unavailable. An alternative solution is to employ user clicks as a surrogate of relevance labels, by taking clicked <query, ad> pair as positive, and synthesizing negative pairs by fixing a query while randomly sampling ads from the same training batch. This strategy oversimplifies the learning task by transforming matching to a classification problem [29] , and introduces ambiguities from three aspects. First of all, the arbitrariness and subjectivity of user behavior leads to a misalignment between user clicks and true relevance labels, polluting the training set with false positives. Secondly, data synthesizing may introduce false negatives, and most of the synthetic negative pairs share no common terms in queries and ads. Learning on such data may mislead the model to consider common terms as critical evidences of relevance, whereas lexically similar query and ad may have totally different intents, such as iphone and iphone cover. Last but not least, human labels typically have enumerated values to distinguish relevance with finer granularity, which are difficult to approximate by binary-valued clicks.
This paper targets on mitigating both the aforementioned issues. For this purpose, we employ powerful but undeployable models to assign weak annotations or scores to unlabeled data, and improve the deployable model by learning from both the weak annotations and true human labels. A schematic illustration of the proposed framework is plotted in Figure 1 , which consists of four major steps. Specifically, we first construct auxiliary tasks using enumerated relevance labels, and train annotators by jointly learning multiple tasks, following the idea of Multi-task Learning (MTL). The learnt annotators are then used to assign scores to both unlabeled and labeled samples. Based on this, a deployable model is trained firstly on the scored unlabeled data, and then fine-tuned on scored labeled data. A label-aware weighted loss function is proposed in the last step to leverage both labels and scores.
The advantages of the proposed framework are twofold. At the foremost, it offers us great flexibility in the architecture design of fast matching model, since we can improve it by learning from stronger annotators, while keeping the model to be deployed as efficient as possible. Because the annotation model runs offline only, it is allowed to explore complicated model architectures involving heavy computations, and is able to leverage either policy-driven rules or features that might be too heavy to access for online processing. Secondly, this framework provides a principled way to leverage unlabeled data for learning fast matching models, which dispenses entirely with user clicks to avoid data pollution.
According to our experiments, compared with training directly on relevance labels, the proposed framework is able to improve ROC AUC by 4.5% and PR AUC by 3.2%, demonstrating the effectiveness of improving relevance model by leveraging unlabeled data and stronger annotators. In addition, with only 20% labeled samples, we are able to achieve performance comparable to the baseline trained on the entire labeled set, which effectively alleviates our dependency on human provided labels.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
• we propose a novel training framework for the learning of fast matching models in search ads, which is able to leverage more powerful but undeployable models as weak annotators, and learn a simple and deployable model from both the weak annotations and the true human labels. The weak annotators are trained following MTL scheme to fully leverage the finegrained relevance labels, and a label-aware weighted loss is proposed to softly combine the weak annotations and human provided labels. • we evaluate the proposed training framework on large datasets, where both PR AUC and ROC AUC are significantly improved, demonstrating its effectiveness. Our experiments also shows that training by the proposed framework could greatly reduce our dependency on human labels.
RELATED WORK
The proposed framework is mainly fueled by the recent progress in web search and model compression.
Existing methods on semantically matching queries and documents could be roughly grouped into two categories, namely traditional approaches and deep learning based models. Representative methods falling into the former category include LSA [5] , pLSA [10] , topic models such as LDA [3] , Bi-Lingual Topic Models [7] , etc. Methods belonging to the latter category are designed to extract semantic information via deep learning architectures, including auto-encoders [20] , Siamese networks [6, 11, 12, 22, [24] [25] [26] , interaction-based networks [11, 15, 27, 30, 31] , and lexical and semantic matching networks [8, 17] , etc. Readers may refer to [16] for a tutorial on this topic. The framework proposed in this paper adopts CDSSM [25] and Deep Crossing [23] as key building blocks. However, instead of improving its architecture, we alternatively attempt to improve its training scheme in this paper.
The proposed framework also draws inspirations from the teacherstudent scheme in model compression. As an initial attempt, the authors of [4] train a smaller model using synthetic data labeled by a teacher model. In [1] , the authors propose to train the student model by mimicking the logit values of the teacher model, instead of directly learning the softmax outputs. This is extended later in [19] , by incorporating intermediate hidden layer outputs as target values as well. Hinton et al. [9] propose to adjust the temperature variable in the softmax function. Recently the authors of [21] introduce a noise-based regularizer while training student models. In this paper, the teacher-student framework is adapted in several aspects to improve relevance algorithms in sponsored search.
While writing this paper, we also notice a recent work in [29] , which extends the teacher-student scheme to the learning of retrievalbased chatbots, where a sequence-to-sequence model is employed as a weak annotator, and the student model is trained by learning from both the weak signals and the unlabeled data. Both [29] and our proposed framework are motivated by the success of teacherstudent scheme, but we adapt it in different directions to align with our respective task.
Below we list some useful terminologies, and we refer readers to [23] for more details.
Impression is an instance of an ad displayed to a user. Click indicates whether an impression is clicked by a user. Click-Through Rate or CTR is the ratio of the total number of clicks to total number of impressions. Query is a text string issued by a user in a search engine. Keyword is a text string concerning a certain product, specified by an advertiser. Landing Page or LP refers to the web page a user reaches after clicking the corresponding ad of a product. A brief description of the product is usually displayed as the title of the LP, called LP title. Ad Copy or AC refers to the content seen by a user before clicking, which typically includes ad title, description, displayed URL, landing page link, etc. Listing contains the bided keywords associated with Ad Copy, bid, etc. Relevance labels are a set of predefined judgements used to characterize the relevance of query and ad listing. We have two label sets, namely AC labels that measure the relevance between query and Ad Copy contents, and LP labels that measure relevance between query and landing page contents. Throughout this paper, our label set is {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} for AC labels, and {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for LP labels, with higher labels indicating better relevance.
Our system is akin to the one described in [14] , which consists of several steps including selection, relevance filtration, CTR prediction, ranking and allocation.
3.1.2 Proposed Framework. Figure 1 sketches the main idea of the proposed framework, which contains four major steps. The first step trains annotation models on human labeled data, by jointly learning multiple related tasks. The second step scores both the labeled and unlabeled data using this annotation model. In the following step, a deployable model is trained on the scored unlabeled data. Finally, the deployable model is fine-tuned on both the labels and scores of the labeled data, by minimizing the label-aware weighted loss. All steps involve purely offline computations; only the final simple model will be deployed online. We instantiate our deployable model as CDSSM [24] , and implement two annotation models, i.e. Deep Crossing (abbreviated as DC) in [23] and a decision tree ensemble model (abbreviated as DT) in [14] .
Annotation Model Training via MTL
Two annotation models are considered in this paper, i.e. Deep Crossing and decision tree ensemble. Figure 2 shows the structure of Deep Crossing, which contains an input layer, an embedding layer, multiple residual layers, and a scoring layer. Deep Crossing introduces feature interactions immediately after embedding layers, hence is inseparable. Our decision tree ensemble model follows the one described in [14] , which takes as input a set of features, some of which are difficult to access in the recall phase. Therefore, both annotation models could not be deployed as fast matching models directly. Annotation models are trained on labeled data, where each sample is a triple of query, ad listing and human judged relevance label chosen from a predefined label set, see Section 3.1.
We construct several auxiliary classification tasks by partitioning the label sets with different pivots, as shown in Table 1 , where four auxiliary tasks are constructed for LP labels, and three for AC labels, along with the main task. The final loss is calculated as a weighted sum of the individual loss for each task, with the main task weighted as 0.5 while all the auxiliary tasks evenly weighted. The final score is computed analogously. 
CDSSM Training using Scores
The architecture of CDSSM is shown in Figure 3 , which contains an input layer, a word hashing layer to transform each word into a count vector of letter-tri-grams, a convolutional layer to extract sliding window based contextual features around each word, a max-pooling layer to summarize most salient contextual features, followed by a semantic layer and the final cosine scoring layer. The scores from the annotation models could be leveraged either in a hard manner by thresholding them to binary values, or in a soft way by maintaining their original values. In addition, the reliability of the scores also needs investigation. For this purpose, we define the targets and weights of the unlabeled samples as functions of annotation model scores:
where y i , ω i and s i are the target, weight, and annotation model score for the ith sample in the unlabeled dataset, respectively, while f (·) and д(·) are mapping functions from scores to targets and weights. When multiple annotation models are available, s i is calculated as their arithmetic mean. Following this definition, we define several mapping functions as below: Equation (3) defines a hard target mapping, and Equation (4) defines a soft one. Equation (5) to Equation (7) define three weight mappings. In implementation, Equation (3) is trained by minimizing cross-entropy loss, while Equation (4) by weighted mean square error (MSE) loss. Specifically, denoting the predicted score from CDSSM asŷ i for the ith sample, we define its sample loss as below:
Fine-tuning by Label-aware Weighted Loss
To balance human judged relevance labels and annotation model scores, we propose the label-aware weights, as illustrated in Figure 4 . Denote the binary relevance labels asỹ i for sample i, where the binary labels are defined according to the main task in Table 1 . As shown in the left of Figure 4 ,ỹ i = 1 indicates that sample i has positive relevance labels, making it more acceptable when the predicted scoreŷ i is greater than the target value y i obtained from annotation models, and less acceptable whenŷ i < y i . To reflect such differences, we define a weightω i for sample i, with ω i < 1 for acceptable loss andω i = 1 otherwise. The right part of Figure 4 shows the opposite case, whereỹ i = 0 makesŷ i > y i less acceptable.
To facilitate the formulation of label-aware weights, we first define a sign function as shown below:
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 is a hyper-parameter indicating the discount of punishment imposed on acceptable loss. Based on the sign function in Equation (9), our label-aware weighted loss could be defined as Figure 4 : Illustration of the label-aware weights, whereỹ is the binary label, y is the target from annotation model scores, andŷ is the prediction of CDSSM. Whenỹ i = 1 (left), y i > y i appears more acceptable thanŷ i < y i , and hence is assigned a smaller weight, as highlighted by green. The right part showsỹ i = 0, whereŷ i < y i is given a smaller weight. 
where label-aware weightω i is a function of y i ,ỹ i andŷ i .
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets.
Validating the proposed framework needs three datasets: a labeled one with human judged relevance labels (referred to as labeled), an unlabeled one with both clicked and unclicked samples (referred to as unlabeled), and an unlabeled one with only clicked samples (referred to as clicked). The unlabeled and clicked datasets are sampled from the search log of a commercial search engine. A subset with comparable size to the test set is randomly sampled from the training labeled set for validation. Statistics of the three datasets are shown in Table 2 .
4.1.2 Implementation. We implement Deep Crossing following the description of [23] , with several modifications including adding Batch Normalization [13] and soft-aligning query and ad using the neural attention similar to [2, 18] , by concatenating ad inputs into a single string. We use identical CDSSM architecture in the last two steps in Figure 1 . we conduct evaluations using ROC AUC and PR AUC as measurements, which represent the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve and the Precision-Recall curve, respectively. Table 3 presents the results of our click and labeled baseline, obtained by training CDSSM purely on user clicks and relevance labels. The next row gives results of our annotation models, where DC and DT achieves comparable performance. Their combination brings further improvements. Training by the proposed framework with DC as annotation model outperforms the click baseline by 9.8% for ROC AUC, and 9.32% by PR AUC. Very close result is observed for DT. Learning by the proposed framework achieves comparable performance to the labeled baseline when combining DT and DC. Finally, when further fine-tuned on labeled data, the ROC AUC using annotation model DC and DT outperforms the labeled baseline by 2.6% and 3.82% respectively. Combining DC and DT as annotation model outperforms the labeled baseline by a large margin of 4.5% for ROC AUC, and 3.2% for PR AUC. This demonstrates evidently the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
Annotation Models and Mapping Functions
Several configurations of annotation models and mapping functions are compared, with results summarized in Table 4 As shown in Table 4 , the performance of CDSSM are highly correlated with that of annotation models. In addition, Table 4 also demonstrates that training annotation models by jointly learning multiple tasks could bring about considerable gains in both annotation models and CDSSM, despite its simplicity. Table 4 the importance of mapping functions, where the third configuration outperforms others in most cases, across different annotation models. This may due to the reason similar to prior analysis in [9] , that the soft targets could offer more information than hard targets.
also reveals
Label-aware Weights
To show the influence of label-aware weights, we conduct experiments on DC-BN-A-MTL by setting θ to be {0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0}, with results summarized in Table 5 , where the hard baseline refers to directly learning binary labelỹ, and the soft baseline refers to learning target y. According to Table 5 , fine-tuning by the hard baseline yields suboptimal performance, which coincides with prior analysis in [9] . In addition, the best AUC is achieved at θ = 0.5, which equivalents to setting the weights for unacceptable loss twice as much as that of the acceptable ones. Compared with the case θ = 0.5, both θ = 0 and θ = 1 give inferior performance. More specifically, θ = 1 exhibits a larger gap with θ = 0.5, due to its inability to leverage human provided labels. In contrast, θ = 0 simply spares all acceptable loss, and hence has limited influence on the overall performance.
Improve Data Efficiency
This section investigates the potential of complementing labeled data using unlabeled samples. To figure out this, we randomly sample 9 subsets from the labeled data using a sampling ratio ρ ranging from 0.1 to 0.9, and repeat the steps in Figure 1 using the sampled labeled data only. The results are shown in Figure 5 , where the blue curves show the AUC obtained by training CDSSM directly on the sampled labeled data, while the yellow curves denote performance achieved by following the proposed framework.
According to Figure 5 , all AUC curves grow monotonically as ρ gets larger, but both ROC AUC and PR AUC grows slower and slower, indicating decreasing data efficiency. The green dashed lines in Figure 5 highlight the upper bound of the blue curves, which is easily exceeded when training using the proposed framework: the same AUC is achieved by the orange curve with only 20% labeled data. This validates that training by the proposed framework could greatly improve data efficiency. With 80% knowledge could be obtained from unlabeled data, our dependency on the expensive human labels could be greatly reduced.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel framework for learning the relevance model in sponsored search, allowing us to learn a simple model from stronger but undeployable annotators, and offers a principled way to leverage unlabeled data by completely dispenses clicks. Our main experimental results include 1) training by the proposed framework could substantially improve the performance of relevance models, and 2) the proposed framework is able to significantly increase data efficiency, so that training by 20% labeled data could achieve comparable results with the baseline trained by all labeled samples.
